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I. Company Name, Registered Office and Company Purpose 

Preamble  Where names and designations are used in these statutes without 

specifying the gender, they shall be understood as referring to male as 

well as female designations and persons. 

 

§ 1 Company name and registered office 

(1) The name of the society is: 

VdFS - Verwertungsgesellschaft der Filmschaffenden registrierte 

Genossenschaft mit beschränkter Haftung (Collecting Society of 

Filmmakers registered Cooperative with limited liability). 
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(2) The registered office of the society is: 

Vienna 

(3) The society is entitled to establish regional branch offices. 

§ 2 Purpose and object of the company 

(1) The purpose of the society is the extensive promotion of the economic, 

legal and cultural interests of its members and beneficiaries. 

(2) The object of the company is: 

a) To hold in trust intellectual property rights and neighbouring rights 

(rights of exclusion, claims for remuneration, claims for participation, 

etc.) to cinematic works and/or motion pictures or presentations and/or 

performances incorporated therein, both domestically and 

internationally. 

b) This exercise of rights includes in particular the gathering of the relevant 

rights and their assertion, particularly where this assertion is reserved to 

collecting societies. 

c) The provision of advice and the promotion of the members and 

beneficiaries in all economic, legal and other relevant matters, such as 

by establishing institutions serving social and cultural purposes. 

(3) The society’s activities according to para. 2a) and 2b) include in 

particular: 

a) The assertion of claims before courts and administrative authorities (in 

their own name), including the filing of a complaint pursuant to Section 

14 UWG (Act against unfair competition) and similar legislation. 

b) Concluding agreements with foreign companies pursuing similar 

purposes, through which the rights and claims of the members and 
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beneficiaries are asserted abroad and, if applicable, the rights and 

claims of foreign beneficiaries are exercised domestically. 

c) Concluding membership contracts with owners of rights according to § 2 

(2) a) who are not accepted as members of the society (beneficiaries). 

d) Fulfilling all obligations incumbent on a collecting society according to 

the Collecting Societies Act of 2016 (Verwertungsgesellschaftengesetz). 

e) Fulfilling the tasks stated in paragraphs 1 and 2 by performing the 

activities in accordance with the legal guidelines applicable in the 

foreign country. 

(4) The society is not profit-oriented. 

(5) The society can invest in legal entities under company, society and 

association law, as well as in commercially active and registered 

partnerships. 

(6) Beneficiaries are to be treated equally to members, when exercising 

their copyright and neighbouring rights. Apart from that, the society 

fundamentally serves the promotion of the turnover and profit of its 

members. 

II. Membership: 

§ 3 Prerequisites for membership and receipt of membership: 

(1) Members of the Cooperative society can become physical persons of 

full legal capacity may become members of the collective, who are 

entitled to intellectual property rights and/or neighbouring rights within 

the meaning of § 2 (2) letter a) and 

1. whose importance for filmmaking is reflected in royalty-related income. 

Fixed rules shall be established for this purpose by the Board of 

Directors (“Rules for Cooperative Membership”) or 
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2. whose admission is in the interest of the society if they should be 

eligible to be chosen as members of the Board of Directors of the 

Supervisory Board or. 

3. whose meaning for filmmaking is reflected in the training, the 

professional status and the applicant’s position in film life. In cases 

where the income from royalty does not reach the level in clause 1, the 

Board of Directors may award the ordinary membership, if this appears 

to be justified within the meaning of the aforementioned criteria. The 

Board of Directors may also determine more specific rules for this 

purpose. 

(2) Members are accepted on the basis of a written declaration of 

membership by way of resolution by the Board of Directors. The decision 

should be briefly justified. It is to be delivered to the applicant for 

membership by way of registered letter. A rejected applicant can submit 

an appeal within one month in writing to the Supervisory Board who will 

make the final decision. The name, date of birth, occupation and 

company and residential address are to be stated in the declaration of 

membership. The declaration of membership, which must not contain 

any conditions, must contain the express declaration that the acceding 

member will subject him/herself to the provisions of the statutes and 

the resolutions of the general assembly. 

§ 4 Termination of membership 

The membership shall end: 

 

1. By way of notice of termination by the member (§ 5); 

2. By way of exclusion from the society (§ 6); 

3. Upon death (§ 7) 

4. Upon transfer of the credit balance (§ 14). 
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§ 5 Notice of termination 

(1) The termination of membership by a member can take place at the end 

of the financial year, observing a period of notice of three months and 

shall be submitted by way of registered letter. The date of posting of the 

notice of termination is decisive for the timeliness of the termination. If 

the termination is not performed in good time, it becomes effective at 

the end of the following financial year. 

(2) The termination of individual shares, while retaining membership is 

permitted as long as the stated minimum number of shares to be 

acquired is not less than stated in § 12 (2). Paragraph 1 shall apply with 

regard to the form, period of notice and effectiveness of the termination. 

§ 6 Exclusion 

(1) A member can be excluded: 

1. For a breach of a provision of these statutes; 

2. In case of in arrears of payments to the society for more than 4 weeks; 

3. Due to insolvency or excessive debts, in particular the starting of 

insolvency proceedings; 

4. Due to an error or omission of the provisions for membership (§ 3 (1)); 

5. Due to loss of legal capacity to act; 

6. Due to partnership with or interest in companies competing with the 

society where the society’s commercial interests are impaired; 

7. If he repeatedly refuses to promote the mutual interests or ideally or 

materially damage other members or the mutual interests through their 

behaviour; 
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8. If his behaviour is otherwise incompatible with the interests of the 

society. 

(2) The exclusion takes place at the end of the year by way of resolution 

from the Board of Directors, after the member has been given the 

opportunity to make a statement on this. The member is to be informed 

of the resolution by way of registered delivery to the last known address. 

Upon the issue of the resolution, all of the mandates assigned to the 

excluded party expire and the party is no longer entitled to participate in 

the general assemblies and utilise the society’s services available 

exclusively to members. 

(3) The member can raise an objection to the Supervisory Board, appealing 

against the Board of Directors resolution of his exclusion within one 

month of the delivery of the resolution. The Supervisory Board’s decision 

is final. 

§ 7 Death 

In the case of death, the membership of the deceased is transferred to 

the heir(s) and is terminated at the end of the financial year in which the 

succession has occurred. 

 

§ 8 Disputes 

(1) The excluded member has a claim to the payment of his credit balance, 

which is calculated based on the annual financial statements declared 

by the general assembly. He does not have a claim to a share of the 

reserves (§ 44) and the society’s other assets. 

If the balance sheet states a loss, which is not covered by the reserves, 

unless otherwise agreed by the general assembly, the credit balance 

shall be reduced by the loss ratio applicable to the member’s shares. 

 

(2) The payment may only be made after the end of the financial year in 

which the member left the society. The society is entitled to settle any 

counterclaims due for payment. Any unclaimed credit balances expire 
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three years after maturity in favour of the capital reserves as outlined in 

the regulations (§ 44 (1)). 

(3) In the case of termination of individual shares (§ 5 (2)), paragraphs 1 and 

2 shall apply as appropriate. 

§ 9 Rights of the members 

Each member has the right 

 

1. To utilise the facilities and services of the society according to the 

prevalent provisions or agreements concluded with the society 

regarding this, which can also consider factually justified 

differentiations; 

2. To participate in general assemblies, make applications and utilise his 

voting right (§ 33); 

3. To participate in requests to convene a general assembly (§ 29 (2) 

clause 2 and 31 (2)); 

4. To demand a copy of the annual financial statements, the Board of 

Directors’ report and the Supervisory Board’s report and the short 

version of the auditor’s report before they are declared by the general 

assembly, prior their determination at the general assembly; 

5. To receive a copy of the statutes and any amendments to the 

regulations following entry into the company register without the need 

to request these; 

6. To view the minutes of the general assembly (§ 38); 

7. To receive the annual accounts determined by the general assembly. 
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§ 10 Members’ Obligations 

Each member is to orient their behaviour around supporting the 

cooperative enterprises which serve the purposes of maintaining the 

economic independence of the members to the best of their abilities. 

Each member therefore has the following obligations: 

 

1. To comply with the provisions of the statutes and the resolutions of the 

general assembly; 

2. To purchase and pay in company shares as outlined in § 12 (2); 

3. To pay an entry fee immediately upon admission into the society. The 

fee is to be paid into the capital reserves as outlined in the regulations 

and the amount of the fee is determined by the general assembly; 

4. To perform any measures to promote the company's objective in 

performing his commercial and artistic activities, to provide the society 

with all the required and helpful information for performing the 

company’s objective and to utilise the society’s services; 

5. To help maintain and increase the society’s performance capabilities 

and to assist in the mutual measures themselves; 

6. To perform the agreements reached with the society in accordance with 

the relevant contracts and to involve themselves in the communication 

between the society and its members; 

7. To treat distribution plans, annual financial statements, circulars and 

any other society-related information as confidential to outsiders and to 

ensure this also among his own employees; 

8. To inform the society immediately in the event of a change to the 

information contained within the declaration of membership (§ 3 (2)). 
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§ 11 Membership index 

The membership index, to be managed by the Board of Directors, is to 

contain the following information: 

 

(1) The information stated in more detail in § 3 (2); 

(2) The date of the enrolment and the date on which the member left the 

company; 

(3) The number of shares acquired and the termination or assignment of 

one or more shares. 

III. Company shares, credit balance and liability 

§ 12 Amount and number of shares 

(1) A share in the society amounts to € 100. 

(2) Each member is to acquire a share at the same time as submitting the 

declaration of membership according to § 3 (1) clauses 1, 2 and 3 and to 

pay for this share immediately. 

 

The acquisition of a greater number of shares is permitted with the 

permission of the Board of Directors and is to be declared in writing. 

§ 13 Credit balance 

(1) The payments made for shares form the credit balance of a member. 

(2) Notwithstanding the provision of § 14, any transfer or pledging of credit 

balances is not permitted and is invalid for the society. It is not 

permitted to offset the credit balance against a member’s debt to the 

detriment of the society. The society is liable for credit balance in the 

case of default suffered in the case of the insolvency of the member. 
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(3) As long as the member has not left the society, the credit balance may 

not be pledged to third parties. Payment of contributions to capital may 

not be waived. The payment of the credit balance may only take place 

after the period stated in § 8 (2) has expired. 

§ 14 Transfer 

(1) The transfer of the credit balance is permitted with the permission of 

the Board of Directors written explanation. The acquiring party must 

obtain the membership if they are not already a member of the society. 

There shall be no dispute between the society and the member leaving 

the company in this way, but that member remains liable in the second 

degree, as outlined in Section 83 (2) GenG (Cooperative Societies Act) 

(2) The transfer of individual shares, while retaining membership with the 

minimum number of shares specified in § 12 (2) is permitted under the 

prerequisites stated in paragraph 1. 

§ 15 Liability 

In the case of bankruptcy or liquidation of the society, each member is 

liable for an additional amount to the same value of their company 

shares, 

IV. Bodies 

§ 16 The society’s bodies are: 

-  The Board of Directors  

-  The Supervisory Board 

-  The general assembly 
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A) The Board of Directors 

§ 17 Composition and selection 

(1) The Board of Directors consists of six to seven members. The individual 

sectors (occupational groups) should be represented as evenly as 

possible in the Board of Directors. A seventh member of the Board of 

Directors may be chosen in a second election from the remaining 

candidates not chosen in the first election and may belong to any of the 

listed occupations. In case of doubt, the amount of the royalties 

obtained by VdFS within the last 5 years from a certain profession shall 

decide the occupational affiliation. 

(2) Each member may only be a candidate for his or her own profession. 

The members of the Board of Directors shall be chosen by the general 

assembly from the group of candidates for a period of four years. 

Nominations may be made by the Board of Directors or the Supervisory 

Board as well as by each individual member. Nominations may also be 

made across disciplines by members. If there is not a candidate for a 

profession, the Board of Directors shall make a nomination for this 

profession within the meaning of § 3 (1) clause 2. Nominations shall be 

sent to the chair of the Board of Directors latest four weeks before the 

date of the general assembly, based on the day of receipt. Nominations 

received on time shall be forwarded to all members at least three weeks 

before the date of the general assembly. Within one more week, further 

nominations may be made. These shall be forwarded to the members at 

least one week before the general assembly. Consent of the candidate 

shall be already included in the nomination. The term of office shall 

begin at the end of the general assembly in which the election occurred 

and shall end at the end of the general assembly in the fourth financial 

year after the election. If another member is elected in place of a 

member of the Board of Directors who has been excluded before the 

end of his or her term, the new member shall be appointed for the rest 

of the term of the excluded member. Re-election shall be allowed. 

(3) All members of the society with full legal capacity can be elected. 

Supervisory Board members may not belong to the Board of Directors. 
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(4) If one of the professional groups (paragraph 1) is not represented 

because of the early departure of one of the members, the general 

assembly to be convened immediately is to elect a new member.  

(5) The registration of newly selected members and the deletion of 

departed members of the Board of Directors is to be declared 

immediately for entry into the company register. 

(6) The members of the Board of Directors are legitimised by the relevant 

minutes of the general assembly. 

(7) The Board of Directors shall nominate a chairman and deputy chairman 

from among its ranks. 

(8) Members of the Board of Directors may only act on a voluntary basis. 

§ 18 Representation of the society 

(1) The Board of Directors shall represent the society in court and out of 

court. 

(2) Two members of the Board of Directors shall have powers of 

representation, one of whom must be the Chairman or Deputy Chairman. 

The Chairman or Deputy Chairman and an authorised agent shall also 

have powers of authorisation. 

(3) Signatures are provided on behalf of the society in such way that the 

signatures of the persons with signatory authority as outlined in 

paragraph 2 are placed in addition to the name of the society. 

§ 19 Management 

(1) The Board of Directors shall independently manage the operations of 

the society according to the provisions of the Cooperative Societies the 

statutes, the internal regulations of the Board of Directors and the 

resolutions of the general assembly. 
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(2) The Board of Directors is obliged in particular: 

1. To manage the society’s operations according to its purpose and 

objective, particularly in consideration of the obligation to promote the 

company in the interests of the members; 

2. To take all personal and material measures to ensure the proper 

management of the business operations. Care should be taken to issue 

a sufficient number of authorisations to suitably qualified persons; 

3. To perform the resolutions of the general assembly, in particular to 

initiate the applications to the company register; 

4. To convene the general assembly as outlined in § 30; 

5. To ensure the proper accounting and in particular the preparation of the 

annual financial statements (which is part of the transparency report in 

accordance with Section 45 (1) VerwGesG 2016 (Collecting Societies Act 

2016)) and the Board of Directors´ report within five months of the end 

of the financial year; 

6. To properly manage the membership index (§ 11); 

7. To compile a report for the Supervisory Board pursuant to § 21, to 

participate in meetings of the Supervisory Board upon their request and 

to resolve problems reported to them as soon as possible; 

8. To participate in statutory audits upon request of the auditor, to present 

all of the documents required for the audit, to issue the required 

statements and resolve identified defects as soon as possible and to 

comply with the other obligations resulting in particular from the 

statutes of the Federation of Austrian Credit Co-operatives (Schulze-

Delitzsch). 
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(3) The obligations of the board of directors are more closely governed by 

the internal regulations, which are compiled by the Board of Directors, 

declared by the Supervisory Board and approved by the general 

assembly. 

(4) The Board of Directors shall appoint a full-time and professionally 

qualified managing director within the meaning of Section 5 VerwGesG 

2016 (Collecting Societies Act 2016) in conjunction with Section 26 

GenG (Cooperative Societies Act). To provide efficient, full-time 

management, the Board of Directors shall charge the managing director 

with operational business management without prejudice to its position 

as a management body in within the framework of mandatory law and 

the assignment of individual competencies set out in statutes. The 

situations in which the managing director must receive the consent of 

the Managing Board, are set out in the provisions of the internal 

regulations of the Board of Directors and in the provisions of the 

employment agreement of the managing director.  

(5) The members of the Board of Directors are to apply the due care of a 

prudent entrepreneur. Members who breach their obligations are 

personally and jointly and severally liable to the society for any damage 

caused. 

§ 20 Resolutions 

(1) The resolutions of the Board of Directors are generally made in 

meetings. Resolutions can be made in meetings if at least half of the 

members of the Board of Directors, including the chairman or deputy 

chairman are present. Resolutions are passed with a majority of the 

present members of the Board of Directors (paragraph 2). 

Resolutions about measures for distributing funds and about appointing 

the Managing Director as well as about the use of the available funds for 

social and cultural purposes must be unanimous. 

Further guidelines, including those regarding votes in other forms are 

contained within the operating procedures for the Board of Directors. 
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(2) If the society is advised on commercial matters that affect the interests 

of a member of the Board of Directors or persons or companies close to 

them, the member in question may not participate in the debate or vote, 

but is to be heard before the resolution is passed. 

(3) If members of the Board of Directors have a conflict of interests, they 

are to present these to the remaining members of the Board of Directors 

and the Supervisory Board immediately. 

(4) The resolutions of the Board of Directors are to be properly recorded for 

evidential purposes. The internal regulations of the Board of Directors 

govern this more closely. 

(5) A member of the Board of Directors may entrust another member of the 

board to represent him in an individual meeting. The internal regulations 

of the Board of Directors govern this more closely. 

§ 21 Reports to the Supervisory Board 

(1) The Board of Directors shall submit to the Supervisory Board the 

following without request: 

1. the annual report; 

2. the quarterly reports; 

3. any special reports; 

 

(2) The Board of Directors shall provide all other information related to the 

operation of the business and provide the corresponding documents to 

the Supervisory Board any time at its request. 

(3) The Supervisory Board can in particular demand the following 

documents, whereby , the individual rights of individual members of the 

Supervisory Board are to be considered as outlined in Section 24 e (1) 

GenG (Cooperative Societies Act): 
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1. A financial management plan report; 

2. Rough balance sheets on a record date requested by the Supervisory 

Board; 

3. An up-to-date list of the respective claims and liabilities, separated 

according to normal business operations on one hand and institutions 

for social and cultural purposes on the other hand. 

4. An overview of the movements of the members and beneficiaries and 

the status of members and beneficiaries; 

5. in the second half of the year, the semi-annual financial statements and 

the preliminary profit and loss account for the first half of the year; 

6. A report about specific events; if necessary, the chairman of the 

Supervisory Board is to be informed about this immediately in advance; 

7. A report about the status of mutual recognition agreements, agency 

agreements and cooperation agreements with other collecting societies 

(abroad), and about the society’s general activities abroad. 

(4) The Board of Directors is obliged to present the Supervisory Board with 

the annual financial statements (which is part of the transparency report 

in accordance with Section 45 (1) VerwGesG 2016 (Collecting Societies 

Act 2016) and their report in good time before the ordinary general 

assembly. 

(5) The Board of Directors is to notify the Supervisory Board about the 

deadline and process of statutory audits performed by the Federation of 

Austrian Credit Co-operatives (Schulze-Delitzsch), invite the Supervisory 

Board to any exit meetings with the auditor and, following the receipt of 

the audit report, to advise the Supervisory Board about the results of the 

audits as part of a joint meeting. 
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§ 22 Authorisation from the Supervisory Board to take management 

measures 

The rules of distribution and the guidelines governing the use of the 

means available for institutions serving social and cultural purposes 

require the authorisation of the Supervisory Board. 

The internal regulations (§ 19 (3) and 26 (5)) govern the rules regarding 

which further matters require the consent from the Supervisory Board. 

§ 23 Regulation on the remuneration of the members of the Board of 

Directors 

Any fees and remunerations of voluntary members of the Board of 

Directors are determined by the general assembly. 

§ 24 Dismissal of members of the Board of Directors 

(1) The members of the Board of Directors can also be removed from their 

position on the Board before the end of their term of office by way of 

resolution of the general assembly, without prejudice to any claims for 

remuneration arising from existing agreements. 

(2) In urgent cases, the Supervisory Board can temporarily remove 

members of the Board of Directors from their position until the decision 

is made by the general assembly, which is to be convened immediately. 

Such removals from office are to be reported immediately for entry into 

the company register.  

B) The Supervisory Board 

§ 25 Composition, selection and statutes of the Supervisory Board 

(1) The Supervisory Board shall consist of 5-6 members, whereby each of 

the professions listed in VdFS operating license specifically direction, 

camera, film editing, costume design, production design and acting, 

should be represented if at all possible, meaning that none of the 
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professions may be represented by two seats. In case of doubt, the 

amount of the royalties obtained by VdFS within the last 5 years from a 

certain profession shall decide the occupational affiliation.  

(2) Each member may only be a candidate for his or her own profession. 

The members of the Supervisory Board shall be chosen by the general 

assembly from the group of candidates for a period of four years. The 

term of office shall begin at the end of the general assembly in which 

the election occurred and shall end with the end of the general 

assembly in the fourth financial year after the election. If a member of 

the Supervisory Board is elected in place of another member of the 

Supervisory Board who has been excluded before the end of his or her 

term, the new member shall be appointed for the rest of the term of the 

excluded member. Re-election shall be allowed. Nominations may be 

made by the Supervisory Board as well as by each individual member. 

Nominations may also be made across disciplines by members. If there 

is no candidate for a profession, the Supervisory Board shall make a 

nomination within the meaning of § 3 (1) clause 2. Nominations shall be 

sent to the chair of the Board of Directors in writing at the latest four 

weeks before the date of the general assembly, based on the day of 

receipt. Nominations received on time shall be forwarded to all members 

at least three weeks before the date of the general assembly. Within one 

more week, further nominations may be made. These shall be forwarded 

to the members at least one week before the general assembly. Consent 

of the candidate shall be already included in the nomination. 

(3) All members of the society with full legal capacity can be elected. 

Members of the Board of Directors and employees of the society may 

not be part of the Supervisory Board. 

(4) If the number of members of the Supervisory Board falls below the 

number stated in paragraph 1 because of early departure of one of the 

members, the general assembly to be convened immediately is to elect 

a new member. 

(5) The members of the Supervisory Board are legitimised by the relevant 

minutes of the general assembly. 
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(6) The Supervisory Board shall nominate a chairman and deputy chairman 

from among its ranks. The election applies for the entire term of office of 

the Supervisory Board but can be revoked by the same at any time. 

§ 26 Tasks and obligations of the Supervisory Board 

(1) The Supervisory Board shall supervise the business management of the 

Board of Directors and thereby shall take special care that the 

resolutions of the general assembly on the general principles are 

implemented in accordance with Section 14 (2) clauses 3 and 4 

VerwGesG 2016 (Collecting Societies Act 2016. Furthermore, the 

Supervisory Board shall inform itself on the affairs of the society and its 

institutions, and it shall conduct the necessary audits.  

 

As part of their monitoring activities, the Supervisory Board is entitled 

and obliged to view any business documents themselves or through 

committees (paragraph 6) or individual members of the Supervisory 

Board nominated by them, and to audit the asset values and liabilities. 

Records are to be kept of any audits performed, including the 

information regarding the scope of the audit and the audit 

determinations.  

(2) The Supervisory Board is to audit the annual financial statements and 

the Board of Directors’ proposal on the use of profits and coverage of 

losses, as well as the Board of Directors’ report (§21 (4). The Supervisory 

Board shall compile a report regarding this for the general assembly. 

(3) The Supervisory Board is to convene the general assembly as 

accordance with § 30 (1). 

(4) The Supervisory Board is obliged to participate in the statutory audit 

upon request from the auditor, and to immediately consult with the 

Board of Directors, following receipt of the audit report as part of a joint 

session regarding the results of the audit. It shall compile a report on 

the measures to be performed in relation to any complaints about the 

audit in the next general assembly. 
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(5) The obligations of the Supervisory Board are more closely governed by 

the internal regulations, which are compiled by the Supervisory Board 

and approved by the general assembly. 

(6) The Supervisory Board can entrust committees with the performance of 

certain tasks. The internal regulations for the Supervisory Board govern 

this more closely. 

(7) The members of the Supervisory Board are to apply the due care of a 

prudent entrepreneur. Members who breach their obligations are 

personally and jointly and severally liable to the society for any damage 

caused. 

(8) Any remunerations for members of the Supervisory Board are specified 

in the general assembly. 

§ 27 Resolutions 

(1) The resolutions of the Supervisory Board are generally made in 

meetings. Resolutions can be made in meetings if at least one half of the 

members of the Supervisory Board, including the chairman or deputy 

chairman, are present. Resolutions are passed with a majority of the 

present members of the Supervisory Board entitled to vote (paragraph 

2). Resolutions regarding provisions for distribution of funds and the 

appointment of the Managing Director as well as regarding the rules by 

which the funds available for institutions serving social and cultural 

purposes are used, must be unanimous. 

If no member of the Supervisory Board objects to this process, 

resolutions can also be passed outside meetings by circulating them in 

writing. 

Further provisions, including those regarding votes in other forms are 

contained within the internal regulations of the Supervisory Board. 

(2) If the society is advised on commercial matters that affect the interests 

of a member of the Supervisory Board or persons or companies close to 
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them, the member in question may not participate in the consultation or 

vote, but is to be heard before the resolution is passed. 

If members of the Supervisory Board have a conflict of interests, they 

are to present these to the chairman of the Supervisory Board 

immediately. If the chairman has a conflict of interests, he must 

immediately report this to his deputy. 

(3) Resolutions of the Supervisory Board are to be properly recorded for 

evidential purposes. The internal regulations for the Supervisory Board 

govern this more closely. 

(4) A member of the Supervisory Board may entrust another member of the 

Supervisory Board to represent him in an individual meeting. The internal 

regulations for the Supervisory Board govern this more closely. 

§ 28 Dismissal of members of the Supervisory Board 

(1) The members of the Supervisory Board can also be removed from their 

position on the board before the end of their term of office by way of 

resolution of the general assembly. 

C) The General Assembly 

§ 29 Ordinary and extraordinary meetings of the general assembly  

(1) The ordinary general assembly is to be called within eight months 

following the end of the financial year. 

(2) Extraordinary meetings of the general assembly are to be called if: 
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1. A prior general assembly has resolved this; 

2. A tenth of the members has requested this in writing, stating the items 

to be discussed (§ 9 clause 3); 

3. The Federation of Austrian Credit Co-operatives (Schulze-Delitzsch) has 

requested this in writing as the statutory audit association, stating the 

items to be discussed; 

4. The court has empowered the auditor to do so as outlined in Section 7 

(1) GenRevG (Genossenschaftsrevisionsgesetz - Society Auditing Act); 

5. It becomes apparent from an annual balance sheet or an interim balance 

sheet, that half of the amount of paid up share capital has been lost; 

6. It is otherwise necessary in the interests of the society. 

The assembly is to be convened within 14 days in the case of clause 2 

and immediately in the case of clause 5, otherwise according to the 

urgency of the matter. 

§ 30 Convening the general assembly 

(1) It is the Board of Directors´ duty to convene the general assembly. If the 

Board of Directors fails to convene the meeting in due time, the 

supervisory board is entitled and obliged to do so. In the case outlined in 

§ 29 (2) clause 3, the meeting is to be convened by the auditing 

association if the Board of Directors does not convene the general 

assembly within the period specified for this by the auditing association. 

In the case outlined in § 29 (2) clause 4, the auditor is to convene the 

meeting of the general assembly. 

(2) The general assembly is convened by way of written notification of the 

members, sent to the last address known to the society. There must be 

at least 14 calendar days between the date the invitation is submitted 

for posting and the date of assembly. 
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(3) The invitation is to state the place, time and agenda of the assembly and 

a notice that in the event that the general assembly is incapable of 

passing resolutions, resolutions can be made about the announced 

items after waiting half an hour, without regard to the number of present 

or represented members. In the case that the general assembly is 

convened as outlined in § 29 (2) clause 4, the invitation is to point out 

the empowerment as outlined in Section 7 (1) GenRevG (Society Auditing 

Act). 

(4) If the invitation is issued by the Board of Directors, it is to be signed in 

accordance with § 18 (3); if it is issued by the Supervisory Board, it is to 

be signed by the chairman of the Supervisory Board or his deputy; if it is 

issued by the Auditing Association, it is to be signed by two members of 

the Board of Directors, if it is issued by the auditor, it is to be signed by 

the auditor. 

§ 31 Location of the general assembly, agenda 

(1) The general assembly is to take place at the registered office of the 

society. 

(2) The agenda is specified by the body convening the assembly. In 

addition, the members are entitled under the provision of Section 29 (2) 

clause 2, the Federation of Austrian Credit Co-operatives (Schulze-

Delitzsch) under the provision of § 29 (2) clause 3, and the auditor under 

the provision of § 29 (2) clause 4 to demand the items are announced to 

be resolved by a general assembly. The representation of the 

beneficiaries are also entitled to demand that agenda items of the 

general assembly be recorded. In the case of a request to add items to 

the agenda of a previously announced general assembly, the proposals 

must be received by the convening body in good time so that it is still 

possible to add to the agenda within the stated period (§ 30 clause 2). 

(3) No resolutions can be made regarding the items not stated in the 

invitation. Resolutions regarding the management of the assembly and 
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the convening of an extraordinary general assembly are exceptions to 

this rule. 

Proposals and negotiations without resolutions need not be announced. 

§ 32 Management of the general assembly; Chairman’s authority 

(1) The chair of the Board of Directors shall chair the general assembly. If 

they are not able to do so, the deputy chair shall chair the assembly. 

Another member of the society or a representative of the Auditing 

Association may be appointed chair of the general assembly by way of 

resolution. In the case that the general assembly is convened as 

outlined in § 29 (2) clause 4, the person nominated by the court shall 

chair the assembly. 

(2) The chairman shall name a recording clerk and the required number of 

vote counters and persons to certify the minutes of the meeting. 

(3) The chair is to ensure the uninterrupted and structured procedure of the 

general assembly He shall decide whether to admit persons to the 

general assembly, who are not members, decide on the proof of power 

of attorney, on interruptions to the meeting, on who has the floor to 

address the assembly and on the “conclusion of the debate”. 

Furthermore, the chair may call the assembly to order and eject present 

parties from the hall in justified cases as a last resort to create order. 

§ 33 Right to vote 

(1) Each member has one vote in the general assembly. 

(2) The right to vote is either utilised by the member in person or by an 

authorised person as outlined in paragraph 3 or by the member using 

electronic communication according to paragraph 5. 

(3) In order for an authorised person to utilise the right to vote, they must 

have been issued with a power of attorney, which includes the exertion 
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of the right to vote in the general assembly. The authorised person must 

be a member and may not represent more than two additional members. 

(4) A member who is to be dismissed or removed from an obligation by 

resolution therefore has no right to vote in this case. 

(5) If a member would like to participate in the general assembly by 

electronic communication and utilise his right to vote (also in writing) 

using electronic communication, he has to inform the society of this (to 

the attention of the managing director), in any case at the latest seven 

days before the general assembly. The society has to determine a two-

way auditory and optical connection for this purpose as well as an 

appropriate form of submitting votes in writing according to the 

necessary requirements. The standards of proportionality and adequacy 

shall apply to the technical and organisational implementation. The 

member shall also be responsible for all requirements necessary for 

such participation and vote submission from his side. The chair of the 

general assembly is entitled to consider members, whose real-time 

participation is obviously no longer possible (due to technical problems), 

as absent from that point in time, so as not to unduly prevent the 

continuation of the general assembly.  

§ 34 Capacity to pass resolutions 

(1) The general assembly is entitled to make resolutions if a tenth of the 

members are present or represented. 

(2) Resolutions concerning: 

1. Changes to the statutes; 

2. Changes to the legal form and the incorporation of operations or a 

partial operation of the society into another company; 

3. A merger of the society; 
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4. The dissolution of the society and continuation of the society after a 

resolution has been made in favour of dissolution; 

5. The dismissal of members of the Board of Directors or Supervisory 

Board 

may only be passed where one third of all members of the society are 

present or represented. 

(3) In the event that the general assembly is incapable of passing 

resolutions, resolutions can be passed about the items announced in 

the agenda after waiting half an hour, without regard to the number of 

present or represented members as long as the invitation contains a 

corresponding notice (§ 30 (3)). This shall also apply to matters listed in 

nos. 1-5. A member attending by electronic means shall be considered 

present in accordance with § 33 (5), last sentence. The facts required to 

make an assessment on the capacity to pass resolutions shall be 

recorded in the minutes of the general assembly. 

§ 35 Requirements regarding majority 

The resolutions of the general assembly require a simple majority but 

resolutions about the matters listed in § 34 (2) may only be passed with 

a three quarters majority of the valid votes cast. Abstentions are not 

counted when calculating the voting results. 

§ 36 Voting and elections 

(1) Votes can either be cast openly by a show of hands or through secret 

ballot. Open ballots are the general rule. Secret ballots are only 

performed if demanded by the Board of Directors or Supervisory Board 

or if the general assembly passes a resolution to this effect. 

(2) Elections shall generally take place in writing by submitting paper 

ballots, and each profession shall have its own election. If there are 

doubts as to membership in a certain profession, the highest royalty-

related income within VdFS in the last 5 years shall be decisive. Votes 
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for elections are only cast openly if the general assembly passes a 

resolution to this effect, following an open vote. 

(3) The persons who receive the most votes are elected. In the event that 

the vote is tied, a final secret ballot is performed. 

(4) In the case of a member attending electronically, the technical 

procedure set out in § 33 (5) shall be utilised for submitting votes.  

§ 37 Competency of the general assembly 

(1) The members shall exert their membership rights in the general 

assembly. 

(2) The general assembly is, in particular, responsible for passing 

resolutions regarding: 

1. Changes to the statutes; 

2. Changes to the legal form and the incorporation of operations or a 

partial operation of the society into another company; 

3. A merger of the society; 

4. The dissolution of the society and continuation of the society after a 

resolution has been made in favour of dissolution; 

5. The preparation of the annual financial statements and the decision 

regarding the Board of Directors’ report, as well as the use of profits and 

coverage of losses; 

6. The granting of discharge of the Board of Directors as well as the 

Supervisory Board; 

7. The election of members of the Board of Directors and Supervisory 

Board and the determination of any remuneration for voluntary 
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members of the Board of Directors as well as the members of the 

Supervisory Board; 

8. The dismissal of members of the Board of Directors, including after prior 

suspension by the Supervisory Board (as outlined in Section 24 e (2) 

GenG (Cooperative Societies Act) and of members of the Supervisory 

Board; 

9. The pursuit of legal claims against members of the Management 

Supervisory Board; 

10. The determination of the entry fee (§ 10 (3)); 

11. The accession to and withdrawal from the Audit Association; 

12. The handling of the short version of the audit report; 

13. The approval of the internal regulations for the Board of Directors and 

Supervisory Board. 

14. The changes of the conditions for membership contracts; 

15. The general principles for the distribution of the amounts due to rights 

holders, for the use of non-distributable amounts and for the deductions 

from income from the rights and from the profits coming from 

investment of income from the rights.  

16. The general politics of investments in relation to the income from rights 

and any profits coming from investment of income from the rights;  

17. The approval of the transparency report;  

18. The conditions for the non-commercial use of works and protected 

items. 

19. The appointment and dismissal of the annual auditor; 
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(3) The points listed in Section 14 (2) clauses 5 to 8 VerwGesG 2016 

(Collecting Societies Act 2016 shall apply to the resolutions of the 

general assembly in the case that these are not transferred to the 

Supervisory Board by means of the internal regulations of the 

Supervisory Board.  

(4) Moreover, each member of the Board of Directors and the Supervisory 

Board as well as the managing director shall submit the information 

listed in Section 22 (2) clauses 1 to 4 VerwGesG 2016 (Collecting 

Societies Act 2016 to the general assembly.  

§ 38 Minutes of the general assembly 

(1) Minutes of the meeting are to be recorded at the general assembly and 

kept as evidence. The minutes are to state the place, time and agenda of 

the general assembly, the number of present and represented members, 

the calculation of the capacity to pass resolutions, the name of the 

chairman, the proposals made and the resolutions passed, and stating 

the exact ratio of votes. 

(2) The minutes shall be prepared with consecutive page numbers, initialled 

on each page by the recording clerk and persons to certify the minutes 

of the meeting and signed by said persons at the end of the minutes. 

The minutes are to be kept along with the accompanying appendices, in 

particular the invitation, in a specific book of minutes. It is also 

permitted to manage the book of minutes in loose-leaf form. In this 

case, each page of the minutes is to be signed by said persons and 

incorporated into the book of minutes on an ad hoc basis. 

§ 39 Beneficiary assembly 

(1) To appropriately safeguard the interests of the beneficiaries who are not 

members of the society (“Beneficiaries”), a joint representation of these 

persons shall be established. In connection with each ordinary general 

assembly, an assembly of the beneficiaries shall take place. Invitations 

shall be made the same way as those made to the members or 

published in a form to be determined by the Board of Directors  
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(2) This assembly shall be led by the chair of the Board of Directors, or by 

his deputy if he is prevented from attending. The chair of the assembly 

may be transferred to another present member of the Board of Directors 

or Supervisory Board, by resolution of the assembly. The leader of the 

assembly shall present the transparency report and provide information 

to the beneficiaries. The assembly shall elect up to 6 delegates from 

amongst its numbers every four years, whereby each profession, 

specifically direction, camera, film editing, costume design, production 

design and acting, shall be represented if at all possible, and the term of 

office shall be until the next election. Re-election shall be allowed.  

(3) The delegates from the beneficiaries shall have the following rights: 

1. The right to demand that agenda items of the general assembly be 

recorded.  

2. The right to voice an opinion on agenda items of the general assembly; 

3. The right to demand information on the matters of VdFS from the 

management; 

4. The right of codetermination in all matters concerning the conditions of 

the membership contract (Section 14 (2) clause 1 VerwGesG 2016 

(Collecting Societies Act) and the administration of income from rights 

(Section 14 (2) clauses 3 to 7VerwGesG 2016 (Collecting Societies Act 

2016). 

V. Accounting 

§ 40 Financial Year 

The fiscal year shall be the calendar year. 

§ 41 Annual Financial Statements 

(1) At the end of each financial year, the Board of Directors shall prepare an 

annual account which includes all conduct of the society (which is part 
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of the transparency report in accordance with Section 45 (1) VerwGesG 

2016 (Collecting Societies Act of 2016) and a report from the Board of 

Directors in consideration of the relevant legal conditions and principles 

of proper accounting. 

(2) The annual accounts and the report from the Board of Directors shall be 

submitted in a timely manner prior to the ordinary general assembly 

(General Members’ Meeting) to the Supervisory Board, who shall audit it 

and report on it to the general assembly. Concerning the transparency 

report cf § 21 (4).  

The Supervisory Board is entitled to use the help of expert advisors. The 

general assembly shall pass a resolution regarding who is to bear the 

costs arising from this, including the specification of a maximum 

amount. 

(3) The annual financial statements, the report by the Board of Directors 

and the report of the Supervisory Board are to be presented for the 

members to view at least three weeks before the general assembly in 

the society’s premises. Each member is entitled to demand further 

copies, subject to reimbursement of costs. 

(4) If the annual financial statements are not presented to the Supervisory 

Board in good time, the Supervisory Board is entitled to have the 

statements prepared at the costs of the Board of Directors. 

Apart from that, the form, contents and other provisions (f.ex. 

publication) are oriented around the laws of the countries in which the 

society is active. 

§ 42 Transparency report 

(1) The Board of Directors shall prepare a transparency report annually, 

whose contents correspond to the conditions set out in Section 45 (1)-

(6) VerwGesG 2016 (Collecting Societies Act 2016) and which, following 

an audit by the annual auditor, shall be submitted to the general 

assembly for approval.  
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§ 43 Passing of Resolution by the general assembly (General Members’ 

Meeting) 

(1) The annual financial statements, the report of the Board of Directors and 

the Supervisory Board’s opinion as well as the short version of the audit 

report are to be presented to the ordinary general assembly, who are to 

assess the annual report and pass a resolution about the Board of  

(2) Directors’ report as well as the use of profits or coverage of losses and 

pass a resolution about formal approval of the actions of the Board of 

Directors and the Supervisory Board, as well as on the approval of the 

transparency report. 

§ 44 Formation of reserves 

(1) A capital reserve is to be formed in accordance with the regulations, 

with the following inputs: 

a) Entry fees as outlined in § 10 (3)  

b) Lapsed credit balances 

It must only be used to cover what would otherwise be a balance sheet 

loss and to cover losses. 

(2) In addition to the capital reserve as outlined in paragraph 1, according to 

the regulations, the general assembly may also form other reserves, 

which are reserved for specific purposes or free utilisation by the 

general assembly. 
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VI. membership contract / distribution conditions 

§ 45 membership contract  

(1) The legal relationships between the society and its members and 

beneficiaries are governed by the membership contract, in relation the 

exercise of rights and claims. This contract shall name the rights and 

categories of rights which are granted to VdFS by a beneficiary as well 

as the kinds of works or protected objects for which it grants the rights. 

(2) The society is obliged to manage the rights and claims under reasonable 

terms upon request of the beneficiaries, if the latter are EU citizens or 

reside in the EU, and if the above mentioned management of rights and 

claims falls within the scope the society’s activities. Citizens of an EU 

Member State are completely equal to Austrian nationals in terms of the 

management of their rights and claims. Discrimination is not permitted.   

(3) The beneficiary may limit the granting of rights and the rights 

management connected to this in the membership contract, including 

limits as regards to content or territory, therefore deviating from any 

potential formally envisaged granting of rights. The membership 

contract may be terminated with a notice period of no more than six 

months, at the end of the financial year. 

(4) Rights management and payment by the society in any case requires the 

conclusion of a membership contract by the beneficiary himself or by 

his legal successor in the case of death. Claims against the society 

arising out of the membership contract cannot be assigned to third 

parties. 
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§ 46 Rules for distribution and distribution plan 

(1) The Board of Directors shall set fixed rules for the distribution of 

remuneration, for the issue of work use authorisations and remuneration 

entitlements, based on the general principles resolved by the general 

assembly. The Board of Directors shall prepare a distribution plan by 

specifically and numerically applying the guidelines for the distribution 

of the operating profit of a financial year (cf § 37 (2) clause 15). 

(2) Furthermore, the Board of Directors shall provide guidelines (SKE 

guidelines) for the use of the funds available to the society for 

institutions serving social and cultural purposes for the use of funds 

available for the society's institutions for social and cultural purposes, 

based on the general principles resolved by the general assembly. 

(3) General principles of distribution 

a) Funds are distributed based on use, i.e. in the way in which income from 

specific types of use are to be allocated to the corresponding use 

processes. If this is not possible or not entirely possible, representative 

surveys for the use processes are to be used, or the revenues are to be 

assigned to each use process which most extensively corresponds to 

the actual use. 

b) Revenues are collected in advance according to territorial origin 

(country) and rights type (intellectual property or neighbouring rights) 

and then distributed among these categories. 

c) Points are assigned for each use within specific distribution sectors. 

These can be based upon the type of the work (motion picture, 

television movie, documentary, etc.) or the service rendered (lead 

character, supporting cast, etc.), the circumstances of use (time of 

broadcast, type of programme, etc.) and the duration. The number of 

points calculated in this way is put into proportion with the revenue in  
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this distribution sector and this provides the basis for the payment. The 

costs of managing the rights are deducted before payment is made, 

either for a specific distribution sector or in general. Corresponding 

reserves for claims, the level of which is not specified at the time of 

distribution, are to be retained to the sufficient extent. 

d) If the amount of the remuneration available to the individual beneficiary 

can only be calculated with a disproportionately high effort, or if this 

remuneration is below a specified minimum, a payment of remuneration 

can be set aside. A payment is also not made if the beneficiary has 

failed to provide the information required for the claim, contrary to 

contractual duties or duties according to the regulations, and the 

society has not been made aware of this in another way. 

e) The guidelines for distribution issued pursuant to these principles for 

distribution apply in particular with regard to the proportional allocation 

to individual occupational groups, regardless of any agreements made 

to the contrary between beneficiaries or beneficiaries and third parties. 

Other investments may only be made outside the society and after the 

payment of the amounts to the beneficiaries. 

f) The distribution guidelines should take into account that works and 

services of high cultural value and significance are to be promoted. 

g) If possible, invoices are to be sent immediately, but at least once a year. 

The resulting payments are to be forwarded to the beneficiaries (within 

the meaning of Sections 41 and 42 VerwGesG 2016 (Collecting Societies 

Act 2016). 

h) Resolutions passed by the Board of Directors regarding the distribution 

guidelines require the authorisation of the Supervisory Board. 
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VII. Dissolution and liquidation of the society 

§ 47  

(1) The society may only be dissolved by way of general assembly 

resolution. 

(2) Liquidation is to be implemented by the Board of Directors, unless the 

general assembly appoints other persons as liquidators. 

(3) The remaining revenues from liquidation after the creditors have been 

satisfied and credit balances have been repaid are to be distributed to 

the members in proportion to the nominal value of their shares. 

VIII. Disclosures made by the society 

§ 48  

Unless otherwise stipulated in legal provisions or in this statutes, 

information is disclosed by the society by written notifications to the 

members issued to the address last known to the society or by 

announcement on the society’s homepage. 

The transparency report shall be published on the homepage at the 

latest eight months after the end of each financial year for the previous 

financial year, and shall remain available there for seven years.  

Publication on the homepage shall fulfil the publication requirements 

pursuant to Section 44 (1) VerwGesG 2016 (Collecting Societies Act 

2016).  


